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The beauty of Netflix is that no matter what kind of film you're looking for, the streaming service has a massive variety in each different genre to choose from. Whether you're in the mood for something uplifting, a comedy that will leave you in stitches or a kid-friendly movie the whole family can enjoy together, Netflix has it. But sometimes, the best
family-friendly movies are ones with larger meanings and themes about life and faith that we can all learn from. And there are plenty of Christian movies on Netflix to choose from if that's what you're looking for.How do we keep going when times are difficult? We could all use a reminder that there is a plan for us and movies are one of the most
meaningful ways to take in lessons on life, love, faith and strength of character.Here are the best 25 Christian movies on Netflix to watch—at all times of the year, but most especially during the holiday season.1. A Week Away(2021)A musical, A Week Away is Netflix's latest faith movie release starring Kevin Quinn and Bailee Madison. Troubled
teenager Will Hawkins (Quinn) has two choices after he has a run-in with the law: go to juvie or choose Christian summer camp. The latter more appealing, Will begrudgingly attends camp where he finds a surprising connection in the last place he expected to open his heart to love.2. Bethany Hamilton: Unstoppable (2019)Since Netflix pulled Soul
Surfer, the dramatic Christian movie based on the inspiring true story of Bethany Hamilton, it's since replaced the movie with Hamilton's 2019 documentary. Bethany Hamilton: Unstoppable is about the young surfer's life after the shark attack that seemingly defined her—spoiler alert: It didn't. As much as faith and prayer was a thematic element
in Soul Surfer, Unstoppable is Hamilton's story of a longing for a happy, healthy marriage, becoming a mother, and her strength and courage both on and off the surf.Related: O Come, Let Us Adore Him! 50 Religious Christmas Quotes to Inspire You This Season3. Blue Miracle(2021)Starring Jimmy Gonzales, Dennis Quaid, and Anthony Gonzalez, Blue
Miracle is the true story about a guardian and his kids finding an unlikely partnership with a boat captain in order to win a fishing competition and save their boys-only orphanage in Mexico. Perhaps you can find faith even out on the water.4. The Shack (2017)Starring Sam Worthington, Octavia Spencer, Radha Mitchell, and Tim McGraw, The Shack
is a faith movie based on the book of the same name. After Mack Phillips' young daughter goes missing during a family vacation, it feels like he will never recover. But then, one day, a letter is left in his mailbox asking him to meet him at the deserted shack in the wilderness where his daughter was presumably murdered. What (or really, who) he finds
there, isn't her killer, however—but something much more profound.5. Come Sunday(2018)Based on real-life, Come Sunday tells the story of Carlton Pearson, an internationally-renowned pastor who makes headlines when he begins to question church doctrine and ultimately, his faith.6. God Calling (2018)Devastation and grief after losing a child lead
Sade into a suicidal depression. But somehow, somewhere in her suffering, she finds her way back to her faith, proving not all hope is lost.7. Fatima (2020)Fatima takes place in 1917 Portugal. Three children claim to see visions of the Virgin Mary, who passes on a message of unwavering faith. But not everyone is on board with the message; families,
neighbors, and even the local authorities raise suspicions as a community divides over the visions.8. Mary Magdalene (2019)Starring Rooney Mara and Joaquin Phoenix as Mary and Jesus respectively, Mary Magdalene is the spiritual story of twelve men who heard the message of jesus, but the one woman who understood what the message meant.9.
The Young Messiah(2016)The Young Messiah tells the story of God's son, Jesus Christ. When he was seven years old, Jesus and his family left Egypt to return to Nazareth. A beautiful movie that tells the story from Jesus' young perspective as he grows and evolves into the spiritual icon we know of and praise today, this film is a meaningful educational
tool for families and children to learn of Jesus.Related: Complete List of Lifetime Christmas Movies10. Gifted Hands: The Ben Carson Story (2009)Based on a true story, Gifted Hands stars Cuba Gooding Jr. as Ben Carson, a talented medical student who, with the encouragement of his mother, fights against all odds to eventually become a life-saving
brain surgeon at Johns Hopkins Hospital.11. Notes for My Son (2020)In this heartwarming but also darkly funny movie Notes for My Son, a woman dying of cancer decides to leave behind a journal of different musings about life (and death) for her toddler-aged son to read after she's gone.12. God Bless the Broken Road(2018)To borrow a quote
from God Bless the Broken Road, it's times like these you really need to lean on your faith. After Amber's husband is killed in combat, she must find strength in her relationship with God in order to stay afloat, make ends meet and raise her daughter. Starring Patrika Darbo, Kim Delaney and Jordin Sparks, this is a beautiful movie about how grief isn't
just an end, but maybe also, a new beginning. No longer available to stream on Netflix, you can, however, still rent God Bless the Broken Road via Netflix's DVD plan.13. The Resurrection of Gavin Stone (2017)Run-ins with the law are nothing new to Gavin Stone. Once the Golden Boy, this child-star-turned-Hollywood-bad-boy gets sentenced to do
community service at a local church and finds himself pretending to be a Christian in order to play Jesus in their annual play.14. Nothing to Lose (2018)A faith and spirituality biographical drama, Nothing to Lose follows Edir Macedo's rise to fame. Adapted from the original version to English, the movie focuses on the controversial Brazilian
evangelical leader and how he built the Universal Church of the Kingdom of God and RecordTV—the second-largest TV network in Brazil.15. Penguin Bloom(2020)Based on a true story, a mother finds an unlikely way to cope with the aftermath of a life-changing incident when an injured magpie needs her to nurse it back to health. It ends up changing
not only her life, but the lives of her family as well.16.Walk. Ride. Rodeo. (2019)Based on a true story, a teenage rodeo star becomes paraplegic after a devastating fall, but despite her spinal cord injury, still vows to get back on her horse and compete again.17. Veggie Tales in the House (2014)One of the best spiritual, faith-based programs there is,
the Veggie Tales franchise is designed to teach children about religion. Of course, Veggie Tales in the House not a movie, but rather a series. Four seasons are currently available on Netflix and kids can follow Bob the Tomato, Larry the Cucumber, and their other veggie friends as they explore different Christian themes and stories.18. Good
Sam(2019)An unexpected news story catches the attention of Kate Bradley, a Channel 12 news reporter who decides to investigate a mysterious good samaritan who's been leaving $100,000 cash on the doorsteps of homes throughout Manhattan. Starring Tiya Sircar as Kate, uncovering the secret identity of the good samartin, AKA Good Sam, might
just challenge what she thought she knew.19. 2 Hearts (2020)Love has a way of uniting us back with our faith... and with each other. Based on a true story, 2 Hearts examines two parallel love stories—one of a young college student and the other a successful businessman.20. Riding Faith (2020)In this recent release, all seems to be lost when the
family farm is threatened with eviction and the family's patriarch (John Schneider) dies in the line of duty. Forced to hold an estate sale of her dead father's belongings and give away her beloved horse named Faith, the rebellious Grace just might save everything thanks to her faith.21. Voices of Fire(2021)Voices of Fire is a faith-based docuseries in
which Bishop Ezekiel Williams teams up with singer/producer (and Williams' nephew!) Pharrell in order to create a gorgeous gospel choir that might just be a tad unconventional.22. Rock My Heart(2019)A teenage girl born with a heart defect finds purpose in training and riding an unruly Stallion. With strong-willed faith and a belief in a higher
purpose, this inexplicable bond between horse and girl may just be a miracle.23. Our Lady of San Juan, Four Centuries of Miracles (2020)In Our Lady of San Juan, Four Centuries of Miracles, the Virgin Mary works a miracle on a girl in 1623 Mexico, later colliding with a family four centuries afterward who make a pilgramage to Mexico for their
child.24. Dreamer (2005)Ben Crane (KurtRussell) is a horse trainer down on his luck when he stumbles upon a one-great racehorse who has seen better days. But with the help of Dakota Fanning, a lot of rehab and training, and a little bit of faith, Crane sets out to ride again—restoring him and his retired racehorse to their former glory days.Another
incredible true story, The Blind Side stars Sandra Bullock, Quinton Aaron, Kathy Bates, and Tim McGraw. Michael Oher is a homeless boy who has had a difficult upbringing full of adversity and hardship. When he's taken in by a caring woman and her family, his life begins to change as he learns the meaning of family through the Tuohy's family
kidness and love and a newfound love for football.More of a Hallmark movie aficionado? We’ve got you covered with Candace Cameron-Bure’s best Hallmark movies of all-time. Over the last few years, there has been an increase in new Christian films hitting the box office. Many of these movies come from independent filmmakers outside the typical
Hollywood geography. These films highlight and promote the more traditional teachings of the Christian community. Even beyond that, though, these films depict humanity at its best, triumphantly overcoming impossible odds and showing that anything is possible with a little faith and determination. While most Christian films promote similar values,
the movies themselves fall into two categories: those depicting biblical events and those set in modern times. Of those reenacting historical events, popular titles include The Passion of The Christ,Risen, Ben Hur, and Samson. In addition, there are many famous Christian films set in modern times, movies which draw from Christian teachings with
contemporary characters. Today, we are highlighting the best in that category. 8 Miracles from Heaven Sony Pictures Releasing With faith and courage, anything is possible, and the Beam family witnessed that when their daughter Anna experienced a miracle unlike any other. The film is based on the memoir Miracles from Heaven: A Little Girl, Her
Journey to Heaven, and Her Amazing Story of Healing, and tells the story of Anna Beam (Kylie Rogers) who is diagnosed with a rare incurable disorder. As a result, she is unable to digest food and is given limited time to live. However, all that changes one day when she accidentally falls from a tree, a fall which should have killed her but instead
seems to have cured her, baffling everyone around her. Jennifer Garner is excellent in the film. 7 I’m Not Ashamed Pure Flix Entertainment Grab your box of tissues for this next film which portrays the heartbreaking events of the 1999 Columbine High School massacre, which was one of the first widely known mass school shootings, on April 20th,
1999, in Colorado. Rachel Joy Scott was a student at Columbine High School whose faith led her to enrich the lives of others around her. While her walk of faith was not an easy one, she believed that God was always in control, even in her last few moments of life before the was the first victim of the shooters. Today, her legacy lives on through
Rachel’s Challenge, which is a non-religious, non-profit, non-political organization, led by Rachel’s parents, Darrell and Sandy Scott, who work to prevent gun violence in schools. 6 Fireproof Samuel Goldwyn FilmsAffirm Fireproof was the breakout success film from the Kendrick brothers who wrote and directed it. Firefighter Caleb Holt (Kirk
Cameron) is used to putting out fires. However, he is unsure how to distinguish the flames and the hostility between him and his wife, Catherine (Erin Bethea). Instead of letting his marriage burn to the ground, he decides to give it one last chance by following The Love Dare, a Christian self-help book given to him by his father. Caleb reluctantly
begins a 40-day mission to rekindle the spark in his marriage. In addition to Fireproof, Alex and Stephen Kendrick have made several other successful Christian films like Facing the Giants, War Room, and Overcomer. 5 I Still Believe Lionsgate Christian rock artist Jeremy Camp believes that there is always hope, even in the face of great loss; "I still
believe in Your faithfulness, 'cause I still believe in Your truth," he sings in a very famous song, "even when I don't see, I still believe." An autobiographical film titled after that song, I Still Believe is his journey of faith and courage, even when he suffered great loss by watching his wife succumb to cancer. When all hope seemed lost, Jeremy found the
strength to persevere. I still Believe features powerful and emotionally heart-wrenching performances from its two leads: KJ Apa and Britt Robertson. Shania Twain makes a nice appearance. 4 Soul Surfer TriStar Pictures Soul Surfer tells the incredible true story of surfer Bethany Hamilton (AnnaSophia Robb) and her struggle to adapt and return to
the water after a tiger shark bit off her left arm. The 2011 feature film is based on her 2004 autobiography, Soul Surfer: A True Story of Faith, Family, and Fighting to Get Back on the Board. In this story, Bethany comes to terms with the shark attack and discovers that her real purpose is to make a difference in the lives of others around her. Despite

the trauma of the shark attack, Bethany returns to the water and shows the world the true power of courage and faith. 3 I Can Only Imagine LionsgateRoadside Attractions I Can Only Imagine is another movie based on and named after a song, one of the most successful Christian songs that was even a popular mainstream hit. Audiences can discover
the true story behind MercyMe’s song I Can Only Imagine in the film, which follows the story of MercyMe’s lead singer Bart Millard, who suffered both physical and emotional abuse at the hands of his father, Arthur. However, Bart never gave up on his father and after Arthur becomes terminally ill, he reconnects with him and mends the relationship
before his dad passes away. That journey is what led Bart to write and compose the song in the first place. 2 God’s Not Dead Freestyle Releasing What happens when college freshman Josh Wheaton (Shane Harper) is instructed by his philosophy Professor Radisson (Kevin Sorbo) to renounce his faith by writing “God is Dead” on a piece of paper?
Instead of denying his faith, Josh Wheaton accepts Professor Radisson’s proposal to defend the antithesis to prove that, as the movie is titled, God’s Not Dead. By accepting his professor’s challenge, Josh may be committing academic suicide by taking on more than he can handle and going against his ruthless professor. Against all odds, Josh wins his
class argument that God is very much alive. The success of God’s Not Dead sparked three successful sequels all relating to different forms of perceived persecution within the Christian community. 1 Beyond the Mask Gathr From the Burns Family Studios comes the epic adventure Beyond the Mask, which follows William Reynolds (Andrew Cheney),
an ex-mercenary living as a vicar and trying to redeem himself from his dark past to win the love of the woman who has captured his heart, Charlotte Holloway (Kara Killmer). To do so, he must win the approval of Charlotte’s uncle, who turns out to be his former supervisor Charles Kemp (John Rhys-Davies) who wishes Will dead. Will goes on the run
promising to make amends for his actions by protecting the innocent and joining the fight for American freedom. This period action-adventure film features stunning sets and costumes, notable portrayals of prominent historical figures like Benjamin Franklin and George Washington, and standout performances from its leads. While not set in
contemporary times, this film does take place 1700 years after the events of the New Testament, and it's a rare cinematic historical drama that also utilizes Christian messages.
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